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	RIMS


	NEW ARRIVALS
 
	MTB
 
	DISC BRAKE
 
	EBIKE
 
	RIM BRAKE
 
	OTHERS
 







MBD SERIES
 
 MBD930XC
MBD937TR
MBD937XC



 
GQL SERIES
 
 GRL30S-FLY
GRL40S-FLY
GRL733S (650B)
GRL40C-FLY
GRL30C-FLY



 
MWD SERIES
 
 MWD737TR
MWD931XC
MWD936TR



 
AQL SERIES
 
 ASD38C FLY
ASD44C FLY
ASD50C FLY



 
RQL SERIES
 
 RSL35C FLY
RSL25C FLY
RSL38C FLY
RSL44C FLY
RSL50C FLY



 
Interlace Finish
 
 RSL50C-Marble
RSL38C-Marble
RSL50C-IF
RSL38C-IF










RSD SERIES
 NON ASYMMETRIC | STRONG | HOOKLESS
 RSD938TR
RSD933XC
RSD738DH
RSD938DH



 
ASD Graphene Series
 ASYMMETRIC | LIGHT | STRONG | HOOKLESS
 ASD733TR-GP
ASD942TR-GP
ASD937AM
ASD937TR-GP
ASD933TR-GP
ASD933XC-GP
ASD930XC-GP



 
WSD SERIES
 ASYMMETRIC | WATER DROP | LIGHT | STRONG | HOOKLESS
 WSD930TR
WSD730TR
WSD925XC



 
MBD SERIES
 NON ASYMMETRIC | ARCH DESIGN | LIGHT | STRONG | HOOKLESS
 MBD930XC
MBD937TR
MBD937XC



 
FAT SERIES
 NON ASYMMETRIC | LIGHT
 FAT27.5-75S
FAT26-90C
FAT26-85S
FAT26-65S










RSD SERIES
 NON ASYMMETRIC | 20MM IW | CLINCHER | TUBULAR
 RSD25C
RSD35C
RSD33C
RSD44C
RSD55C
RSD33T
RSD44T
RSD55T



 
RSL SERIES
 NON ASYMMETRIC | 21MM IW | LIGHT | CLINCHER
 RSL35C
RSL25C
RSL50C
RSL44C
RSL38C



 
ASD SERIES
 ASYMMETRIC | 22MM IW | LIGHT |MID HOOK | TUBULAR
 ASD50T
ASD38T
ASD33T
ASD55C
ASD50C
ASD44C
ASD38C
ASD33C



 
GRL SERIES
 ASYMMETRIC | 24MM IW| LIGHT | MINI HOOK | HOOKLESS
 GRL40C
GRL30C
GRL30S
GRL40S
GCX35 (650B)



 
RBD SERIES
 NON ASYMMETRIC | 23MM IW LIGHT | ARCH DESIGN | MINI HOOK
 RBD50C
RBD38C










ENDURANCE
 NON ASYMMETRIC | 20MM IW | STRONG | CLINCHER
 RSD38CE
RSD50CE



 
GRAVEL
 NON ASYMMETRIC | 24MM IW | STRONG | MINI HOOK
 GRL30CE
GRL40CE



 
MTB
 NON ASYMMETRIC | STRONG | HOOKLESS
 RSD738E
RSD938E



 
City / Cargo
 RIMS | WHEELS | HUB |
SHIFTER
 ALFINE 8S SHIFTER
ALFINE 8S HUB
WH-RSD406CE WHEELSET
RSD406CE RIM










HTG SERIES
 240TG EPOXY | 19MM IW | CLINCHER
 HTG50C
HTG38C



 
RSH SERIES
 230TG EPOXY | 20MM IW | CLINCHER | TUBULAR
 RSH55T
RSH44T
RSH78C
RSH50C
RSH38C
RSH33T



 
255TG SERIES
 255TG EPOXY | 21MM IW | CLINCHER
 255TG-RL50C
255TG-RL44C
255TG-RL38C










12" SERIES
 
 PB12-W26
PB12-W30
PB12-W301



 
16" SERIES
 
 PB16-3823C



 
20" SERIES
 
 PB20-2523S
PB20-2530S



 
24" SERIES
 
 PB24-3030C


















	WHEELS


	DISC BRAKE
 
	MTB
 
	EBIKE
 
	RIM BRAKE
 
	SPOKE & DISC
 







180 SP SERIES
 The 180SP SERIES is for YISHUNBIKE top level disc brake wheelsets.The wheelsets are built in superlight weight and are made for speed and race. The hubs are DT swiss 180 aero straight pull hub with the Ratchet EXP system and ultra-light SINC ceramic bearings, rims are our RSD/RSL/GRL series, Spokes are Sapim CX RAY.
 180DB-GRL40C
180DB-GRL30C
180DB-ASD55C
180DB-ASD44C
180DB-ASD33C
180DB-RSL50C
180DB-RSL38C



 
240 SP SERIES
 YISHUNBIKE 240SP disc brake carbon wheels are also professinal for fast speed riding and racing. The newest EXP system, 36T, DT240 hubs make the wheels stronger, stiffer, lighter weight and easier for maintenance. Rims are the same as 180SP and 350SP wheel series with RSD, ASD, GRL as options for both road disc brake bikes and gravel bikes.
 240DB-ASD33C
240DB-ASD44C
240DB-ASD55C
240DB-GRL30C
240DB-GRL40C
240DB-RBD38C
240DB-RBD50C
240DB-RSL38C
240DB-RSL50C



 
350 SP SERIES
 350SP is another straight pull wheel series with DT hubs. This is the most popular cost-effective wheel series. They are with the basic 18SL Ratchet system DT350 hubs, CX ray spokes, and road disc brake and grave carbon rims. Tubeless compatible.
 350DB-RSL50C
350DB-RSL38C
350DB-GRL40C
350DB-GRL30C
350DB-ASD55C
350DB-ASD44C
350DB-ASD33C



 
206 SP SERIES
 
 206DB-GRL30C
206DB-GRL40C
206DB-RBD38C
206DB-RBD50C



 
406 JB SERIES
 406JB disc brake series is for YISHUNBIKE basic and the most economical carbon disc brake wheelsets. The wheels are suitable for the riders who looking for ecomoniclcarbon wheelsets to replace alloy wheels, or for the riders who use for daily fun riding and daily exercise. The hubs are J-bend system, but with stable enduro bearings. We recommend this series to bike assemblers, wheel brands and bike brands who look for basic wheels with high sales value.
Customized logos are acceptable.
 406DB-GRL40C
406DB-GRL30C
406DB-RSD38C
406DB-RSD50C



 
OTHERS
 
 037DB-RSD50C
037DB-RSD38C










180 SP SERIES
 
 180MB-ASD937TR
180MB-ASD933XC
180MB-ASD930XC



 
240 SP SERIES
 
 240MB-ASD930XC
240MB-ASD933XC
240MB-ASD937TR



 
350 SP SERIES
 
 350MB-ASD937TR
350MB-ASD933XC
350MB-ASD930XC



 
406 JB SERIES
 
 406MB-ASD937TR
406MB-ASD930XC



 
OTHERS
 
 206MB - ASD933XC
206MB-ASD937TR
065MB-ASD933XC
065MB-ASD937TR
051MB-ASD937TR
051MB-ASD933XC










ENDURANCE
 
 HYBRID-50CE
HYBRID-38CE



 
GRAVEL
 
 HYBRID-40CE
HYBRID-30CE



 
MTB
 
 HYBRID-738E
HYBRID-938E










180 SP SERIES
 180SP Rim brake SERIES is YISHUNBIKE top level rim brake carbon wheels. The wheelsets are built in superlight weight for high speed and race. The hubs are DT swiss 180 aero hub with the Ratchet EXP system and ultra-light SINC ceramic bearings, carbon rims are RSH TG230 series available in 38/50mm profile.
 180S-RSH50C
180S-RSH38C



 
240 SP SERIES
 240SP rim brake series is built with DT swiss 240 straight pull 20/24H hubset, sapim cx-ray spokes and nipples, and aerodynamic light strong tubeless-ready high 230 TG carbon rims, The fast engaging hubs, are engineered for speed and racing. 38mm and 50mm profile available.
 240S-RSH50C
240S-RSH38C



 
350 SP SERIES
 350SP rim brake Series is road rim brake wheelset hand-built with DT 350 Straight Pull hubs, Sapim cx-ray spokes & nipples and High TG230 clincher tubeless carbon rims. Wheels are available in 38mm and 50mm profile. The wheels are built by well-trained technicians under EN standard. Wheelsets can be shipped directly from YISHUNBIKE Germany or YISHUNBIKE China For OEM customers.
 350S-RSH38C
350S-RSH50C



 
406 JB SERIES
 406JB rim brake series is for basic and the most ecominical carbon wheels. This series is suitable for bike assemblers, wheel brands and bike brands who look for basic wheels with high sales value.
2 models are available. Customized logos are acceptable.
 406S-RSH38C
406S-RSH50C










TT/TR
 
 DWD3-C
DWD1-T
DWD2-T
DW3A-T
PRO3-T
PRO3-C
DW3A-C
DWD2-C
DWD1-C



 
ROAD
 
 


 
MTB
 
 


 
CITY
 
 

















	FRAMES


	EBIKES
 
	ROAD / GRAVEL
 
	TT/TR
 
	MTB
 







ROAD SERIES
 
 E049 POLINI EP3
E051 FAZUA
E021 BAFANG M800



 
GRAVEL SERIES
 
 E1029 Bafang M820
E1099 X20 Mahle
E1091 X20 Mahle



 
SUSPENSION SERIES
 
 E868 Bafang M820
E898 Bafang M510
E891 POLINI EP3
E808 BOSCH BES3
E879 SHIMANO EP8
E801 SHIMANO EP8



 
HARDTAIL SERIES
 
 E561 SHIMANO



 
CITY SERIES
 
 E569 SHIMANO M8000










DISC BRAKE SERIES
 
 R1088-D(AERO Road)
R1058-D(Performance Road)
R086-D(Aero Road)
R1018-D(Endurance Road）
R068-D(Performance Road)
R096-D(Endurance Road)



 
RIM BRAKE SERIES
 
 


 
GRAVEL SERIES
 
 G1055-D(Adventure Gravel)
G1005-D(Adventure Gravel)
G085-D(Adventure Gravel)
G065-D(Speed Gravel)
G075-D (Adventure Gravel)










TT/TR SERIES
 
 TR03 Track
TT01 Time Trial Rim Brake










SUSPENSION SERIES
 MTB Full suspension frame is specially designed for XC, TRAIL, AM, and DH.
With shock absorbers, full-suspension mountain bikes keep riders in control and give comfort over rugged terrain. Ride confidently on any trail with a full suspension bike.
 FS828 Cross Country
FS896 Enduro
FS848 Trail
FS836 Cross Country



 
HARDTAIL SERIES
 MTB hardtail frame is one of the most popular mountain bike categories, as today a lot of people like to ride the bike off-road in the city, hardtail mtb frame is a good option. It's very affordable and everyone can maintain hardtail bikes without too many professional skills.
YISHUNBIKE carbon hardtail mountain bike frames are designed with chic shapes, affordable prices, and stylish painting colors for OEM . Welcome to inquiry.
 M536 Cross Country
M596 Cross Country
M516 Cross Country


















	COMPONENTS


	FRAMES COMPONENTS
 
	WHEELS COMPONENTS
 







Bottle Cage
 


 
FORKS
 DISC ROAD FORKS
GRAVEL FORKS
MTB FORKS



 
HANDLE BARS
 GRAVEL BARS
OTHER BARS
TT/TR BARS
MTB BARS
ROAD BARS



 
STEMS & SEAT POSTS
 SEAT POSTS
STEMS










ACCESSORIES
 VALVES
TAPES
BRAKE PADS



 
HUBS
 037DB
180 SP HUBS
240 SP HUBS
350 SP HUBS
306 SP HUBS
406 JB HUBS



 
SPOKES & NIPPLES
 SPOKES
NIPPLES


















	Supports
	TECHS
	Material Development 
	Structure & Layup 
	Mold Tooling Techs 



	TESTS & QC
	Rim Wheel Quality Control 
	Frame Quality Control 
	Rim Wheel Tests 
	Frame Tests 



	PROJECTS
	OEM Carbon Rims 
	OEM Carbon Wheels 
	OEM Carbon Frames 
	Chinese Carbon Bike Frames 
	Frame Factory 



	CUSTOMER CARE
	Decals & Painting 
	Painting Works 
	Warranty 
	Liability Insurance 






	GERMANY
	YISHUNBIKE GmbH
	ShowRoom
	OE EBIKE FRAME
	Cargo EBIKE
	Anti Dumping Duty Exemption
	Impressum
	Jobs



	Contact
	






Search for:






 









 


	Get A Free Quote






	








Cart






No products in the cart.
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PRODUCT LINES
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RIMS

As a premier supplier, we specialize in providing customizable, high-quality carbon rims to cater to the diverse needs of the global cycling market.
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WHEELS

As a leading supplier, we deliver high-performance, customizable carbon wheels, designed to enhance the riding experience for cyclists worldwide.
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WHEELS

As a leading supplier, we deliver high-performance, customizable carbon wheels, designed to enhance the riding experience for cyclists worldwide.
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E-BIKES

As a top-tier supplier, we excel in offering durable and lightweight carbon e-bike frames, tailored to meet the evolving needs of the e-bike industry.
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FRAMES

As a trusted supplier, we are dedicated to providing state-of-the-art, customizable carbon frames, designed to meet the diverse requirements of cycling enthusiasts and professionals alike.
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COMPONENTS

As a dedicated supplier, we excel in providing an extensive range of top-quality, customizable carbon components to fulfill the diverse needs of the global cycling industry.
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About Us

YISHUNBIKE is a professional manufacturer of carbon fiber bicycle parts, with carbon rims,carbon bike frames,carbon wheels.
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Why Choose US

YISHUNBIKE offers customizable, high-quality carbon bike components with a focus on reliability and versatility, backed by significant manufacturing capacity and a commitment to customer-specific needs.
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Germany

YISHUNBIKE GmbH is a Germany-based global service center offering high-quality, customized carbon bicycle parts and comprehensive customer services.




























HOW DO WE 
PRODUCE?
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Molds and Tooling

Carbon composite is a super naughty material, with our mold technology, we can control any possible variation during the manufacturing processes to ensure the high quality of carbon parts.
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Decals & Painting

Our team has developed three different painting solutions to meet different demands. The key idea is about beauty, convenience, efficiency, and costs. Each solution has its own characteristics.
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Test

All technologies and ideas must be proven and supported by objective test figures. Tests also play the role of an alarm during mass production, as a supplement to the Qc system.
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Production

With right knowledge, skills and experiences, we are creative at the carbon manufacturing technologies. Quality and efficiency are well proved.
































HOW WE DO PRODUCTION ?
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STICKER& PAINTING

Our team developed three types of different sticker solutions to meet different demands.The key idea is about beauty, convenience, efficiency, and costs.Each solution has its own characteristics.






Learn more
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PRODUCTION

Carbon composite is a super material, but also super naughty.We need to control any possible variations during manufacturing.






Learn more
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TESING

All technologies and ideas needed to be proved and supported by objective testing numbers.Even during the bulk production, testings also play the role as an alarmer, as a supplement of the QC system.






Learn more
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QUALITY CONTROL

Product quality is always origniated from the raw materials and structure design.The QC system functions as a solution to pick out inferior products and make sure all the goods to customers are flawless.






Learn more
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2021 Eurobike Show

2021-09-13
 

We will exhibit carbon bikes, [...] 
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What are the limited Edition carbon rims in YISHUNBIKE

2021-08-13
 

What are the limited Edition carbon rims in YISHUNBIKE MTB Rims Arch Bridge Design WaterDrop [...] 





























What’s New
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2022 Eurobike Show

2022-06-27
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What are the limited Edition carbon rims in YISHUNBIKE

2021-08-13
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FAQs




















	Orders & Purchasing
	Shipping & Delivery
	Painting Customization






Q: Why don't your products have listed prices?
A: Each bicycle component we craft is unique, tailored to your preferences such as design, size, and specifications. The customized nature of our products means prices can vary. For an accurate quote, please reach out to us with your specifics, and our sales team will assist you.




Q: How does the purchasing process work?
A: Simply submit an inquiry on our website. Our sales team will promptly get in touch to discuss your needs and guide you through our seamless purchase process.




Q: How can I place an order?
A: Placing an order is easy. Once you’ve connected with our sales representative, they’ll take you through the selection, customization, and payment process step by step.




Q: Can I request custom molds for frames and rims?
A: Yes, we specialize in bespoke molds to bring your unique designs to life. Connect with us for more details.




Q: How can I become a dealer and receive dealer pricing?
A: We’re excited about potential partnerships. For dealer inquiries and pricing structures, please contact our to start the conversation.




Q: What payment options are available?
A: We offer various payment methods to accommodate our clients, including wire transfers, Paypal, and more. Our sales team will provide you with all the options.
















Q: Are shipping costs and taxes included in the price?
A: Our product prices are competitive. They do not automatically include shipping costs or taxes as these can vary based on your location and order size. Our sales team is ready to provide you with a detailed quote that outlines all the costs involved, ensuring you have a clear picture before finalizing your purchase.




Q: What is the typical shipping time for orders?
A: We pride ourselves on our efficient logistics network. Once your order is confirmed, standard shipping typically takes between 5-10 business days, depending on your location. Expedited options are also available for those who need their products sooner. Connect with our sales representatives for tailored shipping solutions.




Q: Are your products readily available in stock, and what are the expected delivery times?
A: We maintain an extensive inventory of our most popular carbon fiber bicycle products to ensure swift delivery. Typically, in-stock items are dispatched within 2-3 business days. For custom orders or items not currently in stock, our sales team can provide you with an estimated delivery time that reflects our latest production schedule.




Q: Is it possible to have products shipped from Germany?
A: Absolutely! To accommodate our global clientele, we offer shipping solutions from our German warehouse. This ensures faster delivery times for our European customers and reduced shipping costs. Contact our sales team to discuss your specific needs, and we’ll arrange the most convenient shipping option for you.










Q: Can you accept painting customization?
A: Absolutely! We specialize in making your vision a reality. Our team is equipped to handle custom paint jobs tailored to your preferences.




Q: What is the MOQ for custom painting orders?
A: For custom painting, our minimum order quantity is as accommodating as possible – you can order as few as 5 pieces per SKU.




Q: Is there a painting catalog I can choose from?
A: Yes, we have a diverse catalog of paint designs to inspire your selection. For the full range of options and to discuss unique ideas, our sales team is at your service.




OEM Painting
A: For OEM painting requests, please refer to the specific section on our website where we outline our capabilities and showcase previous work. Our sales representatives are also on hand to guide you through our OEM painting process and answer any questions you may have.
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